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HEATING OIL TANK

Subject to changes in colour and technical modifi cations

0149 24 Taxi – MB 300 SD

0438 01 Flatbed lorry with vehicle-mountable tank (MB)

0531 02 Silo trailer truck (MB Actros/Spitzer)

0861 42 Fire brigade – Large tank fi re brigade vehicle (MAN)0502 04 Low-loader truck-trailer combination (Magirus Saturn)

0412 02 Flatbed lorry (Henschel HS 14/16)

0523 03 Container semi-truck 40' (Volvo F89)

85 years

Wiking-Modellbau

0663 38 Forklift truck Still RX 70-25

0630 49 Towing vehicle (Hanomag)

0788 05 VW T1 (Type 2) bus

This silo trailer truck is a ubiquitous 
sight on all German motorways. Flaun-
ting the colours of the "Kleinwächter" 

company, this awe-inspiring model comes to 
life when the silo raises up into the air just 
like the one mounted on its real-life brother. 
Sporting a combination previously unseen in 
our selection, the Still forklift truck RX 70-25 
is now rolling into our portfolio with a bucket. 
Joining our series of collector's models is the 
VW T1 (Type 2) bus as a van with rooftop 
sign. Crafting new classics from both old and 
new moulds, WIKING is celebrating some of 

the most astounding machines in automotive 
history. One of these new classics is the MB 
300 SD, probably the most luxurious taxi cab 
of the 1970s. While Henschel HS 14/16 is 
making its début with a load of steel girders 
on its back, the Mercedes-Benz short-bonnet 
carries along a vehicle-mountable tank –
typical of the period, just like the attractive 
"Westfalen" colour scheme. Three truck-
trailer combinations are stunning throwbacks 
to the 1960s and 1970s. While the Volvo F89 
is pulling a 40' container fl atbed trailer, the 
Magirus square-bonnet has a regular fl atbed 

trailer in tow. Fans of fi re brigade vehicles will 
be elated about the large tank brigade vehicle 
with MAN tractor unit as a representative of 
its time. Finally, the Hanomag towing vehicle 
is rolling into the range as a reminiscence of 
the early years after the war. This "Hanover" 
tractor unit is a reminder of the period's 
austerity and bleakness.
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Collector´s modelCollector´s model



0123 01 Auto Union 1000 Universal0046 04 VW Golf I convertible

0018 16 Accessory pack – concrete pipes

0792 06 VW Porsche 914

MODEL UPGRADES JUNE 2017
WITH KRUPP TANKER TRUCK

0871 03 Tractor "Eicher Königstiger" 

0805 98 Tanker truck (Krupp)

0095 02 Trailer-mounted motor boat0320 03 German Red Cross – VW T1 bus

85 years

Wiking-Modellbau

0289 02 Ford FK 1000 van

Subject to changes in colour and technical modifi cations

Its bright shine made it a beacon of the 
automotive awakening in the seventies: 
Now considered antique, the VW Porsche 

914 zooms in as the latest snappy addition to 
the line-up just as our new fi rst-generation 
VW Golf convertible. Also breaking new 
ground at the time, but much earlier, was the 
Auto Union 1000 Universal, which fl ashes 
a mesmerizing bi-colour design. Seemingly 
snatched from real-life of yesteryear is the 
Ford FK 1000 van as it prepares for its next 
sales call, while the VW T1 German Red 
Cross bus is presented, one last time, with 
supports for the roof superstructure before 

the historic WIKING mould is reverted to 
its original condition. Sticklers for models 
accurately imitating the original will 
rejoice about the option to add concrete pipe 
cargo and a trailer carrying a motor boat to 
their collection. Modelled after a "Scholven-
Chemie" truck, the Krupp model does not 
shy away from any job that calls for a heavy-
duty truck-trailer combination. The latest 
addition to our line of farming machines – 
a 1:87 model of an "Eicher Königstiger" 
tractor – is the epitome of a dependable farm-
yard tractor. Equipped with its signature 
protective roof, it was still widely used in 

the 1980s. Our new N-gauge model of a John 
Deere 8430 powers through as a represen-
tative of more recent agricultural prowess, 
while the Magirus cab-over-engine truck 
brings back fond memories of the 1970s and 
1980s when it served as a typical LF 16 fi re 
brigade vehicle.
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0966 02 John Deere 8430 N-gauge 1:160 0961 04 Fire brigade – LF 16 (Magirus) N-gauge 1:160


